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ABSTRACT
◥

Purpose: The prognostic value of estrogen receptor (ER)/
progesterone receptor (PgR) expression in ductal carcinoma in
situ (DCIS) is unclear. We observed multi-clonality when eval-
uating ER/PgR expression in the UK/ANZ DCIS trial, therefore,
we investigated the prognostic role of both uni-clonal and multi-
clonal ER/PgR expression in DCIS.

Experimental Design: Formalin-fixed paraffin embedded
tissues were collected from UK/ANZ DCIS trial participants
(n ¼ 755), and ER/PgR expression was evaluated by IHC in
181 cases (with recurrence) matched to 362 controls by
treatment arm and age. Assays were scored by the Allred
method and by a newly devised clonal method—analyses
categorizing multi-clonal DCIS as ER/PgR-positive as per
current practice (Standard) and as ER/PgR-negative (clonal)
were performed.

Results: ER expression was multi-clonal in 11% (39/356) of
ER-positive (70.6%, 356/504) patients. Ipsilateral breast event (IBE)
risk was similarly higher in ER-multi-clonal and ER-negative DCIS
as compared with DCIS with uni-clonal ER expression. ER-negative
DCIS (clonal) had a higher risk of in situ IBE [OR 4.99; 95%
confidence interval (CI), 2.66–9.36; P < 0.0001], but the risk
of invasive IBE was not significantly higher (OR 1.72; 95% CI,
0.84–3.53; P ¼ 0.14), Pheterogeneity ¼ 0.03. ER was an independent
predictor inmultivariate analyses (OR 2.66; 95% CI, 1.53–4.61). PgR
status did not add to the prognostic information provided by ER.

Conclusions: ER expression is a strong predictor of ipsilateral
recurrence risk in DCIS. ER-positive DCIS with distinct ER-
negative clones has a recurrence risk similar to ER-negative DCIS.
ER should be routinely assessed inDCIS, andER scoring should take
clonality of expression into account.

Introduction
Estrogen receptor (ER) expression is a well-established prognostic

and predictive biomarker for invasive breast cancer. The prognostic

and predictive role of ER expression in ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS)
is less clear and consequently it is not routinely evaluated in DCIS in
many parts of the world (1, 2).

Prognostic and predictive factors both play important role in treat-
ment of cancers, with the former predicting the risk of recurrence and
thereby guiding intensity of therapeutic approach including surgical
treatment and the latter assisting in selection of adjuvant treatment(s). In
patients with DCIS where breast conservation is feasible, adjuvant
treatment is currentlymainly guided by grade and tumor size. However,
wide variations in practice remain among different regions of the world,
including variations in ER evaluation (1, 2) and use of adjuvant
endocrine therapy. For example, European Society ofMedical Oncology
guidelines (3) recommend adjuvant radiotherapy in low/intermediate
grade DCIS larger than 10 mm, whereas many centers do not routinely
offer radiotherapy in any low/intermediate grade DCIS or in tumors
smaller than 25mm, similar to patients in the cohort 1 of E5194 trial (4)
in the United States. The 12-year ipsilateral breast event (IBE) rate
without radiotherapy was 14.4% in this E5194 cohort (4), which is
neither high nor low. A prognostic factor independent of grade and
tumor size can further stratify such patients in low- and high-risk groups
to aid adjuvant radiotherapy decisions. Furthermore, a prognostic factor
can also aid in surgical decisions. For example, a patient with a high-
gradeDCIS lesion requiring level II oncoplastic procedurewith complex
localization and a high chance of margin involvement may opt for a
mastectomy with immediate breast reconstruction and avoid radiother-
apy altogether if an independent prognostic factor predicts even higher
IBE risk. Common molecular prognostic and predictive factors in
invasive breast cancer, namely, ER, progesterone receptor (PgR), and
humanepidermal growth factor receptor2 (HER2)may fulfill sucha role
and merit further research to evaluate their role in DCIS.
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Twenty-six studies (Supplementary references S1–S26) have investi-
gated the prognostic role of ER inDCIS; however, only five of these (5–9)
found a statistically significant lower risk of IBE in ER-positive cases.
Allred and colleagues (10) assessed the role of ER in predicting benefit of
adjuvant tamoxifen in the NSABP-B24 trial. They determined ER status
in 732 (40.6%) participants by central (n¼ 449; 24.9%) or local (n¼ 283;
15.7%) assessment. Tamoxifen reduced recurrences by 42% in ER-
positive DCIS [HR ¼ 0.58; 95% confidence interval (CI), 0.42–0.81]
but not in ER-negative DCIS (HR ¼ 0.88; 95%CI, 0.49–1.59). These
results suggesting predictive role of ER were based on combining central
and local institutional assessments with only 74.5% agreement (positive
vs. negative) in a subset of patients (n ¼ 102) with both assessments.

Only two of 17 studies (Supplementary references S1–S7, S10, S12–
S14, S16–S20, S22, S23, S26, S27) investigating the relationship
between PgR expression and recurrence inDCIS reported a statistically
significant relationship (6, 8). In the NSABP-B24 study (10), PgR
expression was predictive of tamoxifen benefit, but was not more
informative than ER.

The lack of significant association between ER/PgR expression and
IBE risk in most studies is unsurprising given their limitations, such as
small sample size and treatment-related confounding. ER expression is
inversely associated with adverse histologic features in DCIS (11) and
this may result in treatment bias, for example, more frequent use of
adjuvant radiotherapy or mastectomy in ER-negative DCIS, thus con-
founding the true association between ER and IBE risk. Therefore, the
prognostic role of ER/PgR expression in DCIS is still unclear and a well-
designed study that overcomes these limitations is needed. This is best
achieved through a randomized trial with long-term follow-up. We
evaluated prognostic value of ER/PgR expression in DCIS in a case–
control study within in the UK/ANZDCIS trial (12). During the course
of this study, we observed multi-clonal ER/PgR expression in DCIS and
assessed the prognostic relevance of multi-clonality. This led to a new
method for assigning ER/PgR status—designated as the clonal method.

Materials and Methods
Study population

The study samples were derived from the UK/ANZ DCIS trial
participants (12); a randomized 2�2 factorial design trial investigating

roles of tamoxifen and/or radiotherapy as adjuvant treatment in DCIS.
The trial enrolled a total of 1,694 patients (Supplementary Fig. S1)
and median follow-up is 12.7 years (12). Pathology material collection
and use in biomarker studies was approved by the National Research
Ethics Service—Joint UCL/UCLH Committees on Ethics of Human
Research.

Formalin-fixed paraffin embedded (FFPE) tissue blocks containing
DCIS were collected from 36 hospitals in the United Kingdom. The
subset, labelled as biomarker study subset 1 (BSS1) hereafter, com-
prised 755 (45%) patients, it was similar to the remaining trial
population with regard to treatment allocation and clinicopathologic
factors including age and completeness of excision but contained a
significantly higher proportion of high-grade tumors, and large tumors
with necrosis (Supplementary Table S1).

Study design
A case–control study (below) was nested within the BSS1 to

eliminate any residual treatment-related confounding. Study sample
size was not formally estimated, and ER/PgR expression was evaluated
in all case-control samples. This study is reported in accordance with
the REMARK criteria (13).

Case–control matching
Controls (participants without recurrence) were individually

matched (1:2 case–control ratio) to cases (participants with in situ
or invasive recurrence) by age � 7 years and treatment allocation;
controls had to be followed up for at least the same length of time as the
time to event in their matching case (Supplementary Materials and
Methods). The nested case–control study comprised 181 cases and 362
controls (Table 1).

IHC assays and evaluation of ER and PgR
ER and PgR IHC assays were performed on whole sections using

mouse mAbs 1D5 (Dako) and PGR636 (Dako), respectively (14, 15),
and the EnVision FLEXþ detection system (Dako UK Ltd.) on a Dako
Autostainer (Dako).

Assays were scored by the Allred method (16), and H-scores (17)
were also recorded. Multi-clonal nature of ER/PgR expression (Sup-
plementary Fig. S2) was observed and a new scoring method—
designated the “clonal method,” was devised. ER or PgR-positive
DCIS was labeled as ER-multi-clonal or PgR-multi-clonal if it showed
presence of at least one carcinoma in situ duct with a complete lack of
ER or PgR expression (independent of different DCIS components
such as morphologic patterns and grades). Under the hypothesis that
clonal subpopulations of cancer cells completely lacking ER or PgR
expression are the dominant clones with a greater impact on outcome,
such multi-clonal DCIS was assigned ER/PgR-negative status by the
clonal method. In short, current methods (e.g., Allred, Quick score)
classify ER-multi-clonal DCIS as ER positive, whereas the clonal
method classifies it as ER negative.

Clinicopathological variables
Data on clinicopathological variables were derived from the trial

database and a pathology review (18). Age, completeness of excision,
treatment allocation, tumor size (in mm), cytonuclear grade (UK
National Pathology Group; ref. 19), necrosis and periductal inflam-
mation were analyzed.

Statistical analysis
Trial procedures, follow-up (12), and a histopathology review (18)

have been reported previously. For these analyses, only the first

Translational Relevance

The prognostic role of estrogen receptor (ER)/progesterone
receptor (PgR) in ductal carcinoma in situ (DCIS) remains unclear,
and ER/PgR are not routinely evaluated in DCIS in many parts of
the world. Our study design eliminated treatment allocation bias
and treatment-related confounding to robustly assess the true
prognostic value of ER/PgR in DCIS. We observed multi-
clonality in ER expression in 11% of ER-positive DCIS, that is,
ER-positive DCIS with distinct ER-negative clones, and investi-
gated the prognostic role of such multi-clonality in ER expression.

We report that ER is a strong prognostic factor with greater than
3-fold risk of ipsilateral recurrence in ER-negative DCIS. There-
fore, ER should be routinely assessed in DCIS and the clonal
method reported here should be considered. Furthermore,
multi-clonality in DCIS suggests multi-clonal DCIS as an excellent
model to investigate cancer progression and tumor evolution as
well as therapeutic effectiveness and resistance, particularly in
relation to the use of targeted therapies.
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recurrence event was considered. Missing data were not imputed.
Associations between a continuous and an ordinal variable were
assessed by the Kruskal–Wallis test and those between two ordinal
variables by Goodman–Kruskal gamma. Analyses of the risk of
recurrence by groups were performed using conditional logistic
regression model to estimate matched ORs (mOR) with 95% CI.
These univariate [ER or PgR or hormone receptor (HR)] and mul-
tivariate analyses (additional covariates tumor size, grade, complete-
ness of excision, presence of necrosis, and presence of inflammation)
used any IBE as the primary case definition. Analyses with in situ IBE
(DCIS-IBE) and invasive IBE (I-IBE) as case definitions were also
performed.

Analyses using the Allred method are labeled as ER (standard)/PgR
(standard) and those using the clonal method are labelled as ER
(clonal)/PgR (clonal). Sensitivity analyses separating ER or PgR status
into three categories, namely, pure positive, multi-clonal, and negative
were also performed.

All P values are two sided and values ≤0�05were deemed significant.
Comparisons of different models were based on differences in x2

values of respective likelihood ratio tests. Statistical analyses were
performed using STATA 13.0 (StataCorp LP). Kaplan–Meier survival
plots weighted for control sampling in the BSS1 were generated using
NestedCohort (20, 21) package (version 1.1–3) in R (version 3.3.2; R
Foundation for Statistical Computing).

Table 1. Clinicopathological characteristics of patients included in the case–control study.

Variable Strata Cases Controls
Patients N 181 362 x2 P

Age Median (IQR) [years] 56.9 (52.9–61.2) 57.0 (53.5–61.5) 0.10 0.75a

Tumor size Median (IQR) [mm] 16.0 (12–22) (n ¼ 166) 14.0 (8.5–19) (n ¼ 319) 13.07 0.0003a

Grade Low 5 (2.8%) 22 (6.1%) 7.50 0.023
Intermediate 17 (9.4%) 53 (14.6%)
High 142 (78.5%) 240 (66.3%)
No information 17 (9.4%) 47 (13.0%)

Necrosis Absent 6 (3.3%) 31 (8.6%) 5.94 0.015
Present 160 (88.4%) 284 (78.5%)
No information 15 (8.3%) 47 (13.0%)

Inflammation Absent 21 (11.6%) 68 (18.8%) 6.15 0.013
Present 144 (79.6%) 240 (66.3%)
No information 16 (8.8%) 54 (14.9%)

Excision Incomplete 37 (20.4%) 43 (11.9%) 7.91 0.019
Uncertain 29 (16.0%) 49 (13.5%)
Complete 102 (56.4%) 236 (65.2%)
No information 13 (7.2%) 34 (9.4%)

ER Negative 73 (40.3%) 75 (20.7%) 31.83 <0.0001
Multiclonal 19 (10.5%) 20 (5.5%)
Positive 78 (43.1%) 239 (66.0%)
No information 11 (6.1%) 28 (7.7%)

PgR Negative 77 (42.5%) 86 (23.8%) 26.12 <0.0001
Multiclonal 33 (18.2%) 51 (14.1%)
Positive 59 (32.6%) 192 (53.0%)
No information 12 (6.6%) 33 (9.1%)

RT Not given 140 (77.4%) 280 (77.4%) 0 1
Given 41 (22.7%) 82 (22.7%)

Tamoxifen Not given 97 (53.6%) 194 (53.6%) 0 1
Given 84 (46.4%) 168 (46.4%)

Abbreviation: IQR, interquartile range.
aWilcoxon rank-sum test; missing values, although given in “No Information” row, are not treated as a separate category. Values in bold are statistically significant.

Table 2. Univariate analysis of ER status (standard and clonal) as a predictor of recurrence.

Standard method Clonal method
mOR (95%CI) mOR (95%CI)

ER-negative ER-positive ER-negative ER-positive
Case definition Eventsa n ¼ 148 n ¼ 346 P n ¼ 187 n ¼ 307 P

IBE 138 2.81 (1.76–4.48) 0.36 (0.22–0.57) <0.0001 3.33 (2.09–5.30) 0.30 (0.19–0.48) <0.0001
I-IBE 51 1.53 (0.71–3.26) 0.66 (0.31–1.40) 0.28 1.72 (0.84–3.53) 0.58 (0.28–1.20) 0.14
DCIS-IBE 85 3.85 (2.09–7.08) 0.26 (0.14–0.48) <0.0001 4.99 (2.66–9.36) 0.20 (0.11–0.38) <0.0001

Note: The mORs presented in this table are in both directions, that is, with ER-positive as reference in the first column and ER-negative as reference in the second
column to permit easier comparisons with the published literature.
Abbreviation: mOR, matched odds ratio.
aRecurrence type not known in two cases.

Prognostic Impact of Multi-clonality of ER Expression in DCIS
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Result
ER expression in DCIS

One-hundred and forty-eight (29.4%) of 504 evaluable tumors were
ER negative and 356 (70.6%) were ER positive (Table 1) with 39 (11%)
of these displayingmulti-clonal ER expression (Supplementary Fig. S2;
Supplementary Table S2), median Allred score in ER-multi-clonal
cases was 7 [interquartile range (IQR), 5–8] and 15 (38.5%) cases had
Allred score of 8. Thirty-nine samples were not evaluable (see Sup-
plementary Materials and Methods).

ER positivity was associated with decreasing age (P ¼ 0.011),
tumor size (P¼ 0.0009), cytonuclear grade (19; ref. P < 0.0001), necrosis

(P < 0.0001), and periductal inflammation (P < 0.0001; Supplementary
Table S3). ER correlated strongly with PgR (x2 ¼ 62.49; P < 0.0001);
31 (79.5%) ER-multi-clonal cases had multi-clonal PgR expression,
5 (12.8%) were PgR negative and 3 (7.7%) were PgR positive.

ER status and the risk of recurrence
ER-negative (standard) DCIS had an almost 3-fold higher risk of

ipsilateral recurrence (mOR ¼ 2.81; 95% CI, 1.76–4.48) in univariate
analyses, mainly driven by a higher DCIS-IBE risk (Table 2). The
risk of I-IBE was nonsignificantly increased. However, the increase in
I-IBE risk was not significantly different than that in DCIS-IBE risk
(Pheterogeneity ¼ 0.06). Prognostic discrimination was higher when ER
status was determined by the clonal method [Dx2 8.64 (IBE), 9.47
(DCIS-IBE), 1.03 (I-IBE)] and the increase in DCIS-IBE risk (mOR¼
4.99; 95% CI, 2.66–9.36) was significantly higher (Pheterogeneity ¼ 0.03)
than the increase in I-IBE risk (mOR ¼ 1.72; 95% CI, 0.84–3.53).
ER-negative (clonal) DCIS had a 5-fold higher risk of DCIS-IBE.With
ER-negative DCIS as reference, the OR formulti-clonal DCIS was very
close to unity (Table 3). Thus, while ER-multi-clonal DCIS cases are
classified as ERpositive by currentmethods, these lesions behavemuch
more like ER-negative DCIS in terms of high recurrence risk. Survival
curves for ER-negative and ER-multi-clonal DCIS were very similar in
Kaplan–Meier survival plots (Fig. 1). Allred score (continuous var-
iable) was a predictor of IBE risk (mOR ¼ 0.88; 95% CI, 0.83–0.93);
however, addition of ER (clonal) significantly improved the model
[Dx2 (1d.f.) 9.33; P ¼ 0.0023]. ER-positive (clonal) status (mOR ¼
0.27; 95% CI, 0.11–0.63) and not the Allred score (mOR ¼ 1.02; 95%
CI, 0.91–1.15) was an independent predictor in this model confirming
that the association between IBE risk andmulti-clonal ER expression is
independent of Allred score.

The role of ER expression in multivariate analyses
Inclusion of ER (standard) in a multivariate model including

clinicopathological variables (tumor size, grade, completeness of
excision, presence of necrosis, and presence of inflammation—null
model) significantly improved the model [Dx2 (1d.f.) 10.55; P ¼
0.0012] and ER-negative (standard) status was an independent pre-
dictor of recurrence (mOR¼ 2.42; 95%CI, 1.40–4.19;P¼ 0.0016). The
improvement inmodel was greater [Dx2 (1d.f.) 13.28;P¼ 0.0003] with
ER (clonal) (Table 4). Analyses with multi-clonal DCIS as a separate
category show similar results (Supplementary Table S4).

Table 3. ER status as a predictor of recurrence when multi-clonal DCIS is categorized separately.

Case definition Eventsa Subgroup mOR (95% CI) P mOR (95% CI) P

IBE 138 ER-positiveb 1 (reference) — 0.30 (0.18–0.49) <0.0001
ER-multi-clonal 3.23 (1.48–7.04) 0.0033 0.96 (0.44–2.13) 0.93
ER-negative 3.36 (2.04–5.51) <0.0001 1 (reference) —

I-IBE 51 ER-positiveb 1 (reference) — 0.61 (0.28–1.34) 0.22
ER-multi-clonal 2.14 (0.54–8.49) 0.28 1.31 (0.30–5.69) 0.72
ER-negative 1.63 (0.75–3.55) 0.22 1 (reference) —

DCIS-IBE 85 ER-positiveb 1 (reference) — 0.20 (0.10–0.38) <0.0001
ER-multi-clonal 4.66 (1.73–12.54) 0.002 0.92 (0.34–2.44) 0.86
ER-negative 5.09 (2.61–9.89) <0.0001 1 (reference) —

Note: ThemORs presented in this table are in both directions, that is, with ER-positive (uni-clonal) as reference in the first column and ER negative as reference in the
second column.
Abbreviation: mOR, matched odds ratio.
aRecurrence type not known in two cases.
bUni-clonal ER-positive—DCIS not exhibiting multi-clonal expression.

Figure 1.

Kaplan–Meier survival plots for IBEbyERexpression inDCISwith ERmulti-clonal
cases plotted as a separate category. Plots are weighted for control sampling in
the BSS1 using NestedCohort (20, 21) package.
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PgR expression in DCIS
One-hundred and sixty-three (32.7%) of 498 evaluable tumors were

PgR negative and 335 (67.3%) were PgR positive with 84 (25%) of these
displayingmulti-clonal PgRexpression (medianAllred score 6; IQR5–7).

The risk of in situ (mOR ¼ 3.34; 95% CI, 1.86–6.00; P < 0.0001)
and any ipsilateral recurrence (mOR ¼ 2.45; 95% CI, 1.55–3.88;
P ¼ 0.0001) was higher in PgR-negative than PgR-positive DCIS
(Supplementary Table S5) but the increase in the riskwas not as high as
for ER-negative DCIS. Unlike ER, prognostic discrimination was also
only marginally higher when PgR status was determined by clonal
method (Dc2 1.19 for IBE). PgR was not an independent predictor in
multivariatemodels of clinicopathological variables with ER. Inclusion
of PgR did not significantly improve these models (Supplementary
Table S6).

HR status
HR status (HR negative only if both receptors negative) was a

predictor of risk of recurrence (Supplementary Table S7), the risk of in
situ (mOR ¼ 4.07; 95% CI, 2.17–7.63; P < 0.0001) and any ipsilateral
recurrence (mOR¼ 2.88; 95%CI, 1.79–4.63; P < 0.0001) was higher in
HR-negative DCIS but the models of HR status were not more
informative than models using ER status alone (Supplementary
Table S8).

Discussion
We assessed the prognostic value of ER/PgR expression in DCIS

using a case–control study within the UK/ANZDCIS trial (12). By the
virtue of random treatment allocation and control matching by
treatment allocation, we were able to eliminate any treatment alloca-
tion bias or treatment-related confounding and robustly assess the true
prognostic value of ER/PgR expression in DCIS.

ER-negative DCIS carried a significantly higher risk of in situ and
overall ipsilateral recurrences. The risk of invasive ipsilateral recur-
rence was also nonsignificantly higher in ER-negative DCIS. Our
findings of a 64% lower IBE risk in ER-positive DCIS (mOR ¼
0.36) are similar to meta-analysis by Wang and colleagues (22) who
reported a significantly lower IBE risk in ER-positive DCIS [relative

risk (RR)¼ 0.39]. Zhang and colleagues (23) reported a nonsignificant
26% lower I-IBE risk in ER-positive DCIS (RR ¼ 0.74) in their meta-
analysis, which was similar to our nonsignificantly lower I-IBE risk
(mOR ¼ 0.66).

Of note was the importance of multi-clonal expression in 39 (11%)
ER-positive DCIS; 30 (77%) of these with an Allred score of ≥5, and 15
(38.5%) with score 8. The prognostic value of multi-clonal ER expres-
sion was independent of Allred score. The importance of branched
evolutionary tumor growth and resulting intratumor heterogeneity is
now increasingly recognized in a variety of cancers (24, 25). However,
to the best of our knowledge, multi-clonality in ER/PgR expression in
DCIS has not been reported before. This novel observation not only
has bearing on prognosis and treatment of DCIS, but also highlights
the potential of in situ disease models for research into cancer
development, progression, and therapeutic resistance. Clonal popula-
tions with distinct temporal and/or spatial evolution coalesce and
become admixed together due to stromal invasion in invasive cancers,
but these remain geographically compartmentalized within individual
ducts inDCIS. Therefore, DCIS offers an opportunity to easily identify,
separate and investigate different clonal populations, including their
impact on outcomes and progression.

Clonal populations with differential molecular target expression are
likely to respond differently to targeted therapies. Such differential
therapeutic selection pressure resulting in elimination of treatment-
responsive clones may make treatment-resistant clones (e.g., without
target expression) dominant, and thus adversely impact outcome
despite using an effective therapy (26). Our novel observation
therefore suggests that an in situ disease model would be valuable
in investigating therapeutic effectiveness/resistance. The number of
multi-clonal cases in our study are too small to draw any treatment-
effect inferences (Supplementary Table S9). However, a randomized
trial of adjuvant endocrine therapy versus not in ER-multi-clonal
DCIS would help investigate such a question but may not be
feasible.

Outcomes in ER-multi-clonal DCIS would depend on whether the
ER-expressing or the ER-lacking population is the dominant outcome-
determining clonal population; and accordingly, the current standard
method or the new clonal method would respectively be more

Table 4. Multivariate analysis of ER (clonal), other tumor characteristics, and completeness of excision as a prognostic factor for IBE.

Univariatea Multivariate
Variable Subgroup N mOR (95% CI) P mOR (95% CI) P

ER (clonal) Positive 188 1 (reference) — 1 (reference) —

Negative 125 2.93 (1.76–4.87) <0.0001 2.66 (1.53–4.61) 0.0005
Excision Complete 198 1 (reference) 1 (reference)

Uncertain 60 1.30 (0.69–2.44) 0.42 1.28 (0.65–2.50) 0.48
Incomplete 55 1.48 (0.80–2.72) 0.21 1.41 (0.71–2.77) 0.32
Trend test 0.17 0.25

Size (mm) 313 1.03 (1.00–1.06) 0.026 1.02 (1.00–1.05) 0.10
Grade Low 17 1 (reference) 1 (reference)

Intermediate 42 1.35 (0.38–4.80) 0.64 0.96 (0.23–3.93) 0.95
High 254 1.88 (0.61–5.83) 0.27 0.90 (0.23–3.54) 0.88
Trend test 0.17 0.84

Necrosis No 22 1 (reference) 1 (reference)
Yes 291 1.54 (0.58–4.10) 0.39 1.12 (0.37–3.42) 0.84

Inflammation No 54 1 (reference) 1 (reference)
Yes 259 1.84 (0.94–3.60) 0.075 1.19 (0.51–2.80) 0.69

Abbreviations: mOR, matched odds ratio; n ¼ 313; events ¼ 117.
aUnivariate analyses restricted to the same sample size as available for multivariate analyses. Case definition—IBE. Age was a matching variable in the case–control
study, and therefore its prognostic impact cannot be assessed.
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appropriate for scoring of ER. Our observation that outcomes in ER-
multi-clonal DCIS are similar to ER-negative DCIS indicates that the
ER-lacking clonal population is the dominant outcome-determining
population and therefore the new clonal method would be more
appropriate for scoring of ER because it more accurately estimates
the true prognostic value of ER by avoiding misclassification.

Clinicopathological variables such as age, tumor size, grade, necro-
sis, and completeness of excision (margin status) are currently the
most commonly used prognostic factors.Multivariate analyses showed
that inclusion of ER resulted in a significant improvement of the
multivariate model of clinicopathologic variables, with a greater
improvement using ER (clonal) than ER (standard) and ER was an
independent prognostic factor in this model.

The Kaplan–Meier plots (Fig. 1) adjusted for control sampling in
the entire FFPE subset (36% received radiotherapy) show 10-year
ipsilateral recurrence rate of approximately 35% in ER-negative DCIS.
Despite all participants receiving radiotherapy, the 10-year IBE rate
(21%) in ER-negative DCIS in the NSABP-B24 trial (10) also exceeds
the often-recommended threshold of 20% (27) to warrant discussion
regarding mastectomy as a surgical option and therefore routine
evaluation of ER is merited for its prognostic value alone.

PgR statuswas a predictor of IBE andDCIS-IBE but (Table 2) not an
independent predictor in multivariate analyses (Supplementary
Table S5). In their meta-analyses, Wang and colleagues (22) reported
a nonsignificant 44% lower risk of IBE (RR ¼ 0.56) in PgR-positive
DCIS whereas we observed a significantly lower risk of IBE (mOR
0.41). Zhang and colleagues (23) reported a lower risk of I-IBE in PgR-
positive DCIS (RR ¼ 0.89) in their meta-analysis, but similar to our
results (mOR ¼ 0.84), their results were not statistically significant.
Our results show that although PgR is a prognostic factor in DCIS, it
does not add further to the information already provided by ER. HR
status was also not more informative than ER. Assessment of PgR
status by clonal method did not substantially improve the prognostic
value of PgR. Among PgR-multi-clonal cases, recurrence rate was
lower in ER-positive (16/46, 34.8%) than ER-multi-clonal (15/31,
48.4%) cases. This may suggest that the outcome is mainly driven by
ER expression upstream, a likely explanation for the lack of further
contribution byPgR to the prognostic information already provided by
ER.

Strengths and limitations
A large sample size, random treatment allocation, and good long-

term follow-up aremajor strengths of our study. A careful case–control
design further allowed us to eliminate any residual treatment-related
confounding. Selection bias however remains one of the limitations of
our study. TheBSS1 and the case–control study respectively comprised
of 45% and 32% of patients enrolled in the trial. Several characteristics
of participants in this subset were similar to those in remaining trial
participants; however, tumors in the subset weremarginally larger and
a higher proportion of these were high grade. Furthermore, the
proportion of high-grade tumors (68%) in our study is higher com-
pared with other large datasets (18, 28) although not substantially
higher than contemporary UK reports (57%; ref. 29). Recruitment in
the UK/ANZ DCIS trial started in 1989, almost immediately after
initiation of the breast screening programme in the United Kingdom.
This resulted inmore enrolment of advanced lesions being found in the
prevalence screening round. In addition, even though the trial entry
criteria (Supplementary Materials and Methods) clearly required
patients with only completely excised DCIS to be enrolled, a propor-
tion of cases (Supplementary Table S1) were found to have incomplete
or uncertain excision on central pathology review. However, this

deviation did not affect our estimation of prognostic value of ER
because sensitivity analyses excluding cases with incomplete or uncer-
tain excision showed only minor and nonsignificant changes in effect
sizes (Supplementary Materials and Methods). The novel observation
of multi-clonal expression is based on 16 events in 39 cases and merits
cautious interpretation. The clonal method will be easily transferrable
butmay slightly increase reporting time. The principal objective of our
study was to evaluate prognostic role of ER/PgR, thereforematching of
cases and controls by treatment allocation was necessary. As a result,
the role of these receptors in predicting tamoxifen treatment benefit
could not be assessed in this case–control study; this will be analyzed in
further ongoing study.

Conclusions
ER status is not routinely assessed in DCIS (1, 2). Our results

show that ER is a strong prognostic factor in DCIS with the risk of
ipsilateral recurrence being more than 3-fold higher in ER-negative
DCIS. Allred and colleagues (10) suggested the role of ER in
predicting tamoxifen benefit. Our results and those from the
NSABP-B24 trial (10), together make a strong case for routine
evaluation of ER expression in DCIS. Furthermore, a high 10-year
IBE risk in ER-negative DCIS in both these studies also warrants that
the treatment discussions with patients should also include mastec-
tomy as a surgical option. ER expression was multi-clonal in 11% of
ER-positive DCIS in this study and while these cases have recurrence
risk similar to that in ER-negative DCIS, they currently get mis-
classified as ER positive. Therefore, the clonal method reported here
should be considered when determining ER status in clinical settings
and in future research studies. Our novel observation of multi-
clonality in DCIS suggests DCIS as an excellent model to investigate
cancer progression, therapeutic effectiveness and resistance, partic-
ularly in relation to the use of targeted therapies.
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